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Introduction

Cloth or other material produced by weaving or knitting fibers, otherwise 

known as fabric, is a very important part of one’s everyday life. Fabric makes up 

the clothes one wears, the rugs on which one stands, and even decorations for 

one’s hair! We see fabric all around us, and a lot of that fabric has been colored or 

dyed in one way or another.  This project investigates which type of fabric will 

produce the most saturated color when dyed. 
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Research Question

Does the type of a fabric sample change the intensity 
(saturation) of the dye color put on it?
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Background information and 
Rationale
After researching different types of fabric dye, 
the researcher chose to use Rit All-Purpose 
Liquid Dye in the color teal. This decision was 
made based on the fact that Rit Dye is nontoxic 
and safe for one’s washing machine.

The researcher researched different types of 
fabric and decided on the five fabrics used in the 
experiment, which are cotton, polyester, linen, 
cotton-polyester blend, and nylon-spandex 

blend.
Interesting Fact: 
Linen fabric is made out of the flax plant, which is a 
blue-purple color. Depending on when the flax plant 
was harvested, the resulting linen fabric may be 
greenish-yellow or a warm brown.
Linen must be washed before it is dyed.

Fabric Squares used in the experiment
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Hypothesis

If different types of fabrics are dyed, then cotton will produce 
the boldest (most saturated) coloring overall.
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Materials The researcher used many 

different materials to complete 

this experiment, including:

● ¼ yard 100% linen fabric

● ¼ yard 100% cotton fabric

● ¼ yard 75% nylon, 25% 

spandex fabric

● ¼ yard 100% polyester 

fabric

● ¼ yard 60% cotton, 40% 

polyester fabric

● Fabric scissors

● Permanent marker

● Washing machine

● Dryer machine

● Computer 

● 5-gallon plastic bucket

● Soda ash

● 8 fl. oz. Rit All-Purpose 

Dye (color: teal)

● Towel

● Plastic gloves

● Plastic stirring spoon

● Metal pot (to boil water)

● 1 teaspoon measuring 

spoon

● Dawn dish soap

● Metal bowl
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Investigative Methods 
or Procedure 

1. Gather all materials.
2. Using the permanent marker, label each fabric type with its name.
3. Pre-wash the fabric by putting them in a normal clothes washing machine together. Then put them in the dryer. 
4. For each type of fabric, cut out three squares.
5. Using the permanent marker, label each square with its fabric type and number (1 through 3). 
6. In the bucket, pour 1 gallon of water and add 2.25 oz of soda ash powder. Mix well.
7. Put all 15 squares of fabric into the soda ash mixture, mixing it constantly for 1 minute. Then let fabric soak for 20 

minutes.
8. Remove each fabric square one at a time, squeezing out excess moisture. Do not rinse.
9. Clean out bucket and fill with 1.5 gallons of boiling water, around 175 degrees Fahrenheit.

10. Clean plastic stirring spoon.
11. Add 1 teaspoon of dish soap to water in the bucket and 1 cup (8 fluid ounces - full bottle) of dye. Mix well.
12. One at a time while stirring, add each fabric square to the bucket until all are added. Mix constantly for 1 minute.
13. Let fabric sit in dye solution for 30 minutes. Stir every couple of minutes.
14. After 30 minutes, rinse out fabric with clean water, squeezing firmly, until water dripping comes out clear. 

Transfer fabric to a metal bowl.
15. Repeat step 14 until all fabric is rinsed. 
16. Wash the fabric in a regular clothes washing machine. Wash it with a towel.
17. While the fabric is washing, rinse and clean the bucket, bowl, spoon, and any/all other materials that touched 

either the dye or soda ash. 
18. After washing, put the fabric in the dryer so it can dry. 
19. After the fabric has dried, measure and record its hue, saturation, and brightness using.

20. Compare results. Record in the chart(s). 7



More supplies!

Squeezing the fabricAdding the dye

Some Materials
Washing the fabric
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Results and Data Visualization

Observational data for the different types of fabric dyed with teal dye. 
Highest Average Hue: 75% nylon, 25% spandex 
Highest Average Saturation: 100% linen
Highest Average Brightness: 100% polyester
Note: HSB determined by: Webfx Online Color Picker
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Discussion and Interpretation
The experiment revealed that out of the five fabrics 
tested, 100% linen absorbs colored dye the best. 

The researcher’s hypothesis was incorrect because according to the data (see graph 

on previous page), the 100% linen fabric produced the highest saturation of dye overall with 

the saturation average being 78.3233333. Because the linen that the researcher used was 

washed before dyeing, this result makes sense. Linen absorbs color best after being 

washed. Based on this experiment, the researcher can conclude that 100% linen fabric 

absorbs color better than the other four fabric types that were tested. 
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Conclusions, Implications, and 
Ideas for Future Research
In conclusion, the researcher can conclude that 100% linen fabrics produce the boldest 
colored dye. 

The researcher learned a lot from this experiment, including that linen fabric is best for 

absorption of dye.  This experiment can be expanded upon in the future by testing the 

differences between dyes, natural fabrics, and temperature of water in which the fabric sits. 

The researcher can also fabricate other experiments such as how well natural dyes or how 

well natural fabrics work. 

The results from this experiment can be applied to many jobs such as a seamstress, 

weaver, stylist, and fashion designer. 
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